Illusion Science
WARNING:
CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts.
Not for Children under 3 years.
A. SAFETY MESSAGES
1. Please read through this instruction before you start.
2. This kit is intended for age 8 and up.
3. This kit contains small parts which will cause choking if misused. Keep it away from young children at age
3 or below.
4. Illusion pictures may cause visual discomfort in some individuals. If you find the illusions uncomfortable to
look at, do not continue the game. The spinning patterns of the illusion discs may cause dizziness in some
individuals. If you find this illusion spinner uncomfortable to look at, do not continue with the game.
B. CONTENTS
Handy Illusion booklet with 21 classic illusion tricks and fun explanation, 3D glasses, 1 spinning top, 4
spinning top pattern sheets, 3D drawing markers (1 red & 1 blue ) and a specially designed 3D markers
holder, 1 pouch bag and instructions.
C. INSTRUCTIONS
1. The Classic Illusion Tricks (Illusions 1-20): 20 classic illusion pictures are compiled in a handy booklet.
The illusion picture is printed on the right hand side while the instructions and explanations are on the left.
Play by following the instructions printed in bold. Afterwards, read the fun explanations printed in smaller
font and lighter colour which follow. Challenge your friends and family with this handy illusion booklet. It’s
cool.
2. The 3D Fun (Illusion 21-22): View the 3D pictures with the 3D glasses provided. Then create simple 3D
pictures by using the stencil and markers provided.
3. Illusion Spinners (Illusion 23-25): A specially designed spinning top is included. You can change the
pattern sheet on top by removing and reinstalling the centre rod. There are 3 sets of spinning patterns
included to demonstrate 3 amazing dynamic illusions. Fun explanations are printed on the back of the pattern
card.
4. Pack all your illusion tricks in the handy pouch bag provided. Take them to any gathering. Show and tell or
challenge your friends with all the illusion tricks. It’s cool.
QUESTION AND COMMENTS
We treasure you as a customer and your satisfaction with this product is important to us. In case you have
any comments or questions, or you find any parts of this kit missing or defective, please do not hesitate to
contact our distributor in your country, whose address is printed on the package. You are also welcome to
contact our marketing support team at Email: infodesk@4M-IND.com, Fax (852) 25911566, Tel (852)
28936241, Web site: WWW.4M-IND.COM
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